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Early Chapters give an overview of COM and the use of ATL to develop components, controls, and

document objects. Subsequent chapters analyze the key design considerations and explore specific

programming techniques for such projects as tear-off interfaces, out-of-proc servers, and

applications. Concluding chapters cover debugging and more advanced topics. Finally, the

enclosed CD-ROM supplies programmers with the book's sample code as well as abundant sample

controls and components.ATL can help software development professionals accomplish more and

be more productive. "Inside ATL" shows them how.
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Excellent book for readers yearning a stronger understanding of ATL and COM. The auther does a

concise job of explaining some of the more difficult or less well understood aspects of COM -

APARTMENTS and THREADS.Apartments and threads, in most other COM books are often

inadequete and rushed - not this book. The level of detail to apartments and threads can easily

make this book worth buying all together, not to say, that the rest of the book isn't worth reading

because it is.Although, they did a wonderful job of explaining threads and apartments this book isn't

without its challenges. For example, to understand many of the code samples you must have some

Windows 32 programming experience or be familiar with some of the Win32 API calls and libraries.



Make sure you have a Windows 32 programming book as reference (e.g. Advanced Windows by

Jeffrey Richter).Furthermore, I can understand how some readers may be intimidated by this book

because they might not be as comfortable working with C++, templates, macros and the Win32

API...typical in most hardcore COM books I have read. However, don't let that stop you from reading

this book. Just make sure that you purchase the necessary reference books to bring yourself up to

speed.So, if you want to understand the internals of "ATL" and "COM", do yourself a favor and buy

this book. It should have an excellent shelf life, unlike some of the other COM books I've purchased,

such as "Beginning ATL COM" from Wrox (save your money on this book).
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